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Eye-gaze and arrow cues influence
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We report a novel effect in which the visual perception of eye-gaze and arrow cues change the way we

perceive sound. In our experiments, subjects first saw an arrow or gazing face, and then heard a brief

sound originating from one of six locations. Perceived sound origins were shifted in the direction indi-

cated by the arrows or eye-gaze. This perceptual shift was equivalent for both arrows and gazing faces

and was unaffected by facial expression, consistent with a generic, supramodal attentional influence by

exogenous cues.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Our brains are pervasively multisensory. Nearly every

brain area examined thus far seems to be driven and/or

modulated by multiple sensory modalities [1,2]. Using

prior knowledge, these modalities can be integrated to

determine the most probable environmental source of a

sensory event, and thus mediate adaptive action [3]. For

example, detection of a sensory transient is a strong

indicator that information about a region of space is

becoming outdated, and these signals often evoke a

powerful overt or covert orienting response [4] which,

in turn, influences our sensory perceptions [5,6]. These

exogenous spatial orienting responses transcend individual

senses and appear largely supramodal [7].

Humans, and indeed many other creatures, quickly

and reflexively attend in the direction cued by (i) an

observed individuals’ orienting behaviour [8], (ii) conven-

tionalized iconic cues (e.g. arrows [9,10]), and (iii) other

salient events [4]. The crossmodal efficacy of exogenous

attention, as evoked by auditory and visual transients,

has been controversial in part because many studies

focused only on reaction times, finding that detection

latencies sometimes appeared insensitive to the distri-

bution of spatial attention [7]. For example, several

studies have reported a consistent asymmetry in audiovi-

sual attentional cuing in which auditory cues enhanced

visual detection, but not vice versa. We explored whether

observed visual eye-gaze or arrow cues exert crossmodal

influences not only by decreasing reaction times to

the detection of spatially congruent sounds, but also

by changing perception, as operationalized through

categorical report.

In the present study, we tested whether arrows [9,10]

and gazing faces [11,12]—both visual cues which reflex-

ively orient attention—influence perceptual judgments

regarding the location of a sound. In our experiments,
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human participants were asked to report the location of

a broadband noise stimulus immediately after viewing

arrows or gazing faces with neutral, fearful or angry

expressions. Under these conditions, subjects might exhi-

bit no influence of attention on sound localization

judgments, or might experience (i) elevated error rates

favouring the cued direction, (ii) reaction time savings

for validly cued targets, and/or (iii) an actual perceptual

shift in the category boundary dividing left and right

sound locations. Each of these effects was evident and

was similar across conditions. Observed visual attentional

cues change the way we perceive sound including dissocia-

ble effects on reaction time and spatial categorization.

Moreover, eye-gaze and arrow stimuli are equally

effective, consistent with common origination in learned

associations across developmental experience.
2. EXPERIMENT 1: OBSERVED ARROWS
(a) Method

(i) Participants

The 11 subjects (five females; age 22+3.2 years) were

recruited from the Princeton University community and

paid $12 for their participation (an additional subject

was excluded prior to analysis because he misunderstood

the instructions). All were right-handed, had normal

hearing and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

(ii) Visual stimuli

Double-headed arrows were generated in Adobe

ILLUSTRATOR and PHOTOSHOP (Adobe Systems, Inc), and

were designed to be centrally presented, luminance-

balanced, and intermediate in contrast and length.

Arrows subtended the central 68 of vision. The size of

the arrowheads was matched in size to the sclera of the

eyes, and the length was matched to the average inter-

ocular distance, of the face stimuli used in experiment 2

mentioned below. The contrast between the black

background and arrow colour was identical to the contrast

between the black background and the whites of the eyes
This journal is q 2010 The Royal Society
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Figure 1. Experiment 1: arrows. (a) The order and pairing of the trials were randomized for each participant. During each trial,

a visual stimulus appeared on a black screen for 300 ms, at which point a sound played from one of three leftward or three
rightward pan values. Participants completed the trial by indicating whether the sound came from their right or left; cues dis-
appeared at this time. (b) Observed portion of trials in which subjects localized the sound as coming from the right, as a
function of the actual sound pan value. Subjects indicated hearing a sound to their right more often when they saw arrows
pointing towards the right, even if the sound stimulus was from the left. The opposite pattern was seen when viewing leftward

pointing arrows. Both horizontal (perceptual) and vertical (biasing) shifts were evident (red line, arrow right; black line, neu-
tral; blue line, arrow left). (c) Changes in both perceptual shift (Da) and response bias (Db) were significant. No significant
changes occurred in task performance, as measured through the b and scale (S) parameters. (d) Repeated measures
ANOVA demonstrated a significant main effect of sound eccentricity and a trend towards an effect of congruence on reaction
time, with no significant interaction. Post hoc testing showed that congruent trials (green line) were significantly faster than

neutral or incongruent trials (yellow line), and that neutral trials (black line) were significantly faster than incongruent trials.
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for the face stimuli. A high-contrast white fixation-cross

served as a neutral cue.

(iii) Sound stimuli

A noise burst, 30 ms in duration, was chosen for its lack

of social relevance and its ease of localizing. Six sound

locations along the azimuthal plane were simulated by

manipulating inter-aural level cues (or ‘pan value’)

[13,14]. A pan value of 0 was equally loud in both ears,

while a pan of 21 was heard from the immediate left,

and þ1 from the immediate right. Pan values of +0.1,

+0.075 and +0.025 were used in this study, ranging

from relatively easy to moderately difficult to localize as

coming from either the left or right. Acoustical stimuli

were played to subjects through AKG Acoustics K-240

Semi-Open Studio Headphones. Headphones were used

to eliminate the effects of room echo and precisely control

inter-aural sound properties [14].
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)
(iv) Design and procedure

We implemented the pan values in a variant of the Posner

cuing paradigm [4] using presentation (Neurobehavioral

Systems, CA) stimulus control software on a standard

PC. The sound stimuli occurred 300 ms after the onset

of a visual cue. The visual cue consisted of either a neutral

cross or a double-headed arrow pointing to the left

or right (figure 1a). Randomized trials consisted of the

following conditions: congruent, in which the arrows

pointed in the direction of the sound source, incongruent,

in which they pointed away, or neutral, displaying a fix-

ation cross. Subjects were instructed to gaze steadily

towards the screen and, as quickly and accurately as

possible, indicate by button press whether the sound

came from their left or right. At this time, the arrow

disappeared. Two minute breaks were inserted after

151 and 351 trials to reduce participant fatigue. Total

duration was approximately 35 min.

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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(v) Analysis

We estimated the psychometric function for each subject

and cue based on the probability of ‘rightward’ responses

at each stimulus pan value. Each psychometric function

was a sigmoidal curve, modelled as a cumulative Gaussian

in MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., CA) using the

maximum-likelihood method (psignifit, http://www.

bootstrap-software.org/psignifit/) [15]. Such functions

have four free parameters—a, b, g and l—which relate,

respectively, to the perceptual category boundary, the

boundary sharpness, and the minimal and maximal

rates with which a response is evoked. One can imagine

several ways in which subjects’ behaviour might change

in response to the arrow cues. The cue might bias their

perception of the sound, changing the category boundary,

or it may trigger responses based on cue direction rather

than sound direction, triggering a stimulus-independent

change in rightward response probability. Additionally,

the cue might attract attention to the task or distract

attention from hearing to vision, increasing or decreasing

the error rate without inducing any systematic, directional

shift in subjects’ responses. Such accounts can be discri-

minated using the four fit parameters. Changes in a

result in a horizontal shift in the sigmoid, indicating a

change in perceptual categorization: a decrease in a for

right versus left arrow cues corresponds to a perceptual

shift of sound location in the direction of the arrow. By

contrast, stimulus-independent motor bias (b) in the

direction of the arrow can be calculated by comparing g

and l, which represent the levels of perceptual responses

at the extremes of the sigmoid, using the equation b ¼

(1 þ g 2 l)/2. If the arrow cue draws attention to the

task or distracts from the auditory stimulus, then bound-

ary sharpness and random error rates may change.

Sigmoid slope (boundary sharpness) is approximately

inversely proportional to b, the standard deviation of

the cumulative Gaussian from which the sigmoid is

derived. Sigmoid scale (resistance to random error),

meanwhile, decreases with g and l per equation S ¼

(1 2 g 2 l). These parameters thus distinguish multisen-

sory perceptual changes from simple response biases or

changes in task performance. To ensure subjects

responded to the relevant cue, trials with reaction times

faster than 200 ms after sound onset were excluded

from analysis as anticipations (5.14% of trials).
(b) Results and discussion

Our results indicate that observing arrow cues changed

sound perception by shifting both perceived and reported

sound origin in the cued direction (figure 1b). Psycho-

metric functions shifted horizontally, consistent with a

change in category boundary (Da, left-cued versus

right-cued, t10 ¼ 3.04, p ¼ 0.012, 95% CI (0.006,

0.04)), and vertically, suggesting that perceptual changes

were accompanied by a stimulus-independent response

bias (Db, right-cued versus left-cued: t(10) ¼ 3.20, p ¼

0.0094, 95% CI (0.01, 0.06)); Db and DS, gaze-cued

versus neutral, n.s., t10 ¼ 20.95, p ¼ 0.36, 95% CI

(20.02, 0.009) and t10 ¼ 22.17, p ¼ 0.055, 95% CI

(20.07, 0.0009)) (figure 1c). Overall, error rates were

12.2 per cent for neutrally cued trials and 13.9 per cent

for directionally cued trials.
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)
We analysed reaction times for correct trials using a

3 � 2 repeated-measures ANOVA modelling the effects

of sound eccentricity (absolute pan value) and stimu-

lus–response congruence (figure 1d). There was a

significant main effect of eccentricity (F2,98 ¼ 10.52,

p ¼ 7.9 �1025) but only a trend towards an effect of con-

gruence (F2,98 ¼ 2.32, p ¼ 0.10) and no significant

interaction (F4,98 ¼ 0.04, p ¼ 1). Post hoc tests revealed

that reaction times in congruently cued trials were faster

than both incongruent trials (by 53 ms, t10 ¼ 3.51, p¼

0.0056, 95% CI (19.39, 87.78)) and neutral trials (by

28 ms, t10 ¼ 3.52, p¼ 0.0056, 95% CI (10.10, 44.95));

neutral trials were faster than incongruent trials (by

26 ms, t10¼ 2.74, p ¼ 0.021, 95% CI (4.80, 46.32)).

These data replicate several prior studies that demon-

strated the ability of non-predictive iconic cues to

influence orienting reaction times [9,10]. Importantly,

however, we found that this influence comprised two dis-

tinct effects, one on perceptual categorization and one on

reaction time (ANOVA effect by assessment � eccentri-

city, F2,65 ¼ 3.99, p ¼ 0.024). First, arrows significantly

shifted subjects’ perception of sound origin in the cued

direction; the categorization of sounds closest to the

boundary were the most likely to change. Second, reac-

tion times were faster for congruently cued trials than

neutral and for neutral than incongruently cued trials.

Cue-induced changes in categorization depended on

proximity to the category boundary (ANOVA categoriz-

ation gain by eccentricity, F2,32 ¼ 5.56, p , 0.0088), but

changes in reaction time depended only on stimulus–

response compatibility (ANOVA reaction time savings

by eccentricity, F2,32 ¼ 0.37, p ¼ 0.6951; figure 3a).

Because symbolic communication is a recent human

development, we next explored whether similar perceptual

effects were exerted by observed eye gaze cues, which

exert potent [11,12], supramodal [16] and evolutionarily

conserved [17] effects on attention.
3. EXPERIMENT 2: OBSERVED EYE GAZE
(a) Method

(i) Participants

Twelve subjects (six females; age 20.2+2.9 years) were

recruited from the Princeton University community

and paid $8 for their participation. All were right-

handed, had normal hearing and had normal or

corrected-to-normal vision.
(ii) Visual stimuli

A protractor, laser pointer and digital camera were used

to gather colour photographs of two volunteers (males,

ages 31 and 36) with expressions neutral, faces towards

the camera, and eyes averted 308 left or right

(figure 2a). Photographs were edited in PHOTOSHOP

CS2 (Adobe Systems Inc., CA) to isolate the face on a

black background. A white fixation cross, also created

in PHOTOSHOP, served as a directionally neutral stimulus.

Face stimuli were approximately 118 tall (500 pixels of

1280 � 1020 pixel LCD display, 34 cm by 27 cm, at

a distance of approximately 65 cm). The same white

fixation-cross used in experiment 1 served as the

directionally neutral stimulus.
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Figure 2. Experiment 2: eye gaze. (a) Experimental design was identical to experiment 1, except in that gazing faces were shown
instead of arrows. Faces were scaled so that the eye region was the same size as the arrows of experiment 1. (b) Gaze-induced

psychometric shifts were similar to those evoked in the first experiment, including a significant horizontal and trending vertical
shift (red line, gaze right; black line, neutral; blue line, gaze left). (c) Perceptual shifts were significant (Da), while response bias
(Db) was evident at the trend level. No nonspecific changes were evident in task performance (Db and DS). (d) Repeated
measures ANOVA demonstrated significant main effects of sound eccentricity and congruence on reaction time, but no signifi-
cant interaction. Post hoc testing showed that incongruent pairings were significantly slower than congruent pairings (green

line), and that neutral pairings (black line) were significantly slower than congruent pairings but not significantly faster than
incongruent pairings (yellow line).
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(iii) Design and procedure

Each subject saw only one of the two model faces. The

experimental procedure was identical to experiment 1.

Each pairing of three visual and six auditory stimuli was

repeated 28 times for a total of 504 trials. Sessions were

approximately 30 min in duration. Trials of 5.49 per

cent were excluded from analysis as anticipations.
(b) Results and discussion

Observed gaze strongly shifted sound localization

perception (figure 2b). Psychometric functions shifted

horizontally, consistent with a change in category

boundary (Da, left-cued versus right-cued, t11 ¼ 4.31,

p ¼ 0.0012, 95% CI (0.02, 0.05)). There was also a

vertical shift, suggesting that perceptual changes were

accompanied by an additional, stimulus-independent

response bias (Db, right-cued versus left-cued, trend

only: t11 ¼ 2.05, p ¼ 0.0647, 95% CI (20.001, 0.04);

Db and DS, gaze-cued versus neutral, n.s., t11 ¼ 0.53,

p ¼ 0.6, 95% CI (20.01, 0.01) and t11 ¼ 21.42,

p ¼ 0.19, 95% CI (20.05, 0.01)) (figure 2c). Overall,
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)
error rates were 14.4 per cent for neutrally cued trials

and 15.1 per cent for directionally cued trials. These

results indicate that observing a gaze cue changed

sound perception by shifting the perceived sound origin

in the direction of gaze.

We analysed reaction times for correct trials using a

3 � 2 repeated-measures ANOVA modelling the effects

of sound eccentricity (absolute pan value) and stimu-

lus–response congruence (figure 2d). There was a

significant main effect of eccentricity (F2,99 ¼ 28.89,

p ¼ 1.3 � 10210) and of congruence (F2,99 ¼ 6.82, p ¼

0.0017) without significant interaction (F4,99¼0.13,

p ¼ 0.97). Post hoc tests revealed that reaction times

in congruent trials were faster than both incongruent

trials (69 ms, t11 ¼ 4.31, p ¼ 0.0012, 95% CI (33.66,

104.05)) and neutral trials (46 ms, t11 ¼ 5.5824, p ¼

0.0002, 95% CI (27.92, 64.28)). Neutral trials were

faster than incongruent trials only at the trend level

(23 ms, t11 ¼ 1.94, p ¼ 0.079, 95% CI (23.12, 48.64)).

Thus, observed gaze significantly influenced subjects’

spatial hearing, shifting perceptions of sound origin in

the direction of gaze. Sounds closest to the category

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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boundary were most influenced by gaze (ANOVA

categorization gain by eccentricity, F2,35 ¼ 18.18, p ,

1025). Although the data suggest that subjects also

exhibited a sound-independent increase in cued

responses, this trend did not reach statistical significance.

No other changes in the psychometric response function

were significant. Reaction times were faster for congru-

ently cued than neutral or incongruently cued trials.

However, unlike the perceptual shifts (ANOVA effect by

assessment � eccentricity, F2,71 ¼ 10.85, p ¼ 0.0001),

reaction time differences did not interact with

stimulus eccentricity (ANOVA reaction time savings by

eccentricity, F2,35 ¼ 0.72, p ¼ 0.50; figure 3b).

There were no significant differences between partici-

pant responses in experiment 1 (arrows) versus

experiment 2 (gaze) (p . 0.2 for a, b, b, S and reaction

times). Observed cues, whether arrows or averted eye

gaze, induced both perceptual shifts and stimulus–

response compatibility effects. It is important to note

that in our natural environments, both types of cue

reliably predict points of interest: the former explicitly,

owing to strategic communication, the latter implicitly,

owing to correlated environmental responses by

related individuals [18]. Modern humans regularly

encounter these cues, and this extensive developmental

experience may produce a supramodal effect of cuing

on perception that operates similarly to other multi-

sensory interactions: that is, by producing Bayesian

constraints on the probably provenance of incoming

sense data [3].

It has been reported that humans both physically

(motor contagion, reviewed [19]) and mentally (emotion-

al contagion, reviewed [20]) entrain to observed

individuals. Because gaze and facial expressions are

processed reflexively [8,21] and integratively [22,23],

we performed a third experiment to determine

whether facial affect could enhance cued influences on

perception.
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)
4. EXPERIMENT 3: EMOTIONALLY
EXPRESSIVE GAZE
(a) Method

(i) Participants

Fourteen subjects (nine females; age 19.6+0.8 years)

were recruited from the Princeton University community

and paid $12 for their participation; 13 were right-

handed, and all had normal hearing and normal or

corrected-to-normal vision.

(ii) Face stimuli

The same gaze models were photographed as per exper-

iment 2, this time with neutral, angry or fearful

expressions (figure 4a). Facial expressivity was validated

in a sample of 21 respondents: faces were sequentially

presented for categorization as neutral, angry, fearful, dis-

gusted, happy, sad or surprised. Face stimuli used in this

experiment were correctly categorized as ‘neutral’, ‘angry’

or ‘fearful’ by at least 70 per cent respondents.

(iii) Design and procedure

Procedure was identical to experiment 2 except that now

each combination of the six auditory stimuli and six visual

stimuli was repeated 25 times in random order, for a total

of 900 trials over 45 min. To reduce participant fatigue,

2 min breaks were inserted after 200, 400, and 800

trials. Total duration was approximately 45 min. Trials

of 6.41 per cent were excluded as anticipations.

(b) Results and discussion

Observed gaze direction strongly influenced auditory

localization. Perceptual shifts were similar to those

evoked in the previous experiments and were again

accompanied by a stimulus-independent response bias

(figure 4b). Both effects were significant (Da, left-cued

versus right-cued: anger, t13 ¼ 3.43, p ¼ 0.0045, 95%

CI (0.01, 0.03); fear, t13 ¼ 2.45, p ¼ 0.03, 95% CI

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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(0.003, 0.04); neutral, t13 ¼ 2.24, p ¼ 0.043, 95% CI

(0.001, 0.03). Db, right-cued versus left-cued: anger,

t13 ¼ 2.32, p ¼ 0.038, 95% CI (0.003, 0.08); fear,

t13 ¼ 2.83, p ¼ 0.013, 95% CI (0.009, 0.07); neutral,

t13 ¼ 3.32, p ¼ 0.0056, 95% CI (0.02, 0.09); figure 4c).

Psychometric shifts induced by observed gaze were

unaffected by facial expression (Da, left-cued versus

right-cued, by emotion: ANOVA p ¼ 0.78; Db, right-

cued versus left-cued, by emotion, ANOVA p ¼ 0.70;

b, averaged by emotion, ANOVA p ¼ 0.77; S, averaged

by emotion, ANOVA p ¼ 0.96).

Overall, error rates were 17.8 per cent for affectively

neutral trials, 16.8 per cent for angry cue trials, and

17.3 per cent for fear cue trials. Reaction times were

analysed for correct trials using a 3 � 2 � 3 repeated-

measures ANOVA modelling the effects of sound

eccentricity, congruence, and facial expression. The

ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of eccentricity

(F2,234 ¼ 9.97, p ¼ 0.0001) and congruence (F1,234 ¼

8.87, p ¼ 0.003), as in experiment 1, but no effect of

facial expression (F2,234 ¼ 0.02, p ¼ 0.98), nor any

interaction between factors (all F4,234 ¼ 0.02, p . 0.9)

on reaction times. Congruent trials were, on average,
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)
41 ms faster than incongruent (t13 ¼ 3.43, p ¼ 0.0045,

95% CI (15.11, 66.71)).

We replicated the main effect of observed gaze direc-

tion on sound localization, but found no effect of

facial expression. Perceptions of gaze and expression are

known to interact [22,23], however, gaze cuing effects

appear insensitive to accompanying facial expression

(e.g. [24]). While some studies have shown an influence

of emotion on gaze following, they typically found these

effects under constrained circumstances or when looking

at specific populations having heightened sensitivity

to specific emotions (e.g. [25]). An emerging account

suggests that the fastest cuing effects are relatively

immune to contextual modulation [8,26], suggesting

that the perceptual shifts reported here are more strongly

tied to these fast effects rather than to slower, more

cognitive components which integrate facial expressions.
5. GENERAL DISCUSSION
Brains evolved to guide behaviour in an interactive world

monitored through myriad sensory pathways. Tradition-

ally, primate brains have been understood to be

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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personal and private, and segmented into modules that

process distinct sensory modalities [27], that make

decisions by associating information between modalities

and motivational systems, or that respond to events by

coordinating bodily actions [28]. Recent lines of evi-

dence, however, suggest our brains are also deeply

integrative, blending information gained through different

sensory pathways [2]. In three experiments, we showed

that subjects uniformly shift their report of a sound’s

location in the direction of an arrow or gazing face. We

now consider possible mechanisms and neural pathways

that may mediate this effect.

Perceptual shifts appear to be a general consequence of

attention (cf. [6] for similar results using exogenous

cues). In contrast to the consistent asymmetry in audiovi-

sual attentional cuing and enhancement of detection

found in previous studies [29,30], we find that both

seen arrows and gaze decreased reaction times to spatially

congruent sounds. These reaction time savings are invar-

iant with respect to the strength of unimodal evidence.

Conversely, we find that cue-induced shifts in categorical

report are considerably sensitive to the strength of unimo-

dal evidence, consistent with a perceived shift in sound

origin. These findings suggest that observed eye-gaze

and arrow cues exert fast, reflexive and supramodal effects

on elementary perception. Such cues probably exert their

influence by increasing the gain on sensory processing

associated with attended regions of space [5,6].

While we believe that these effects reflect a change in

internal state, it is possible that perceptual shifts may be

triggered by postural changes associated with overt

orienting. Overt and covert orienting systems are tightly

linked, and attentional shifts are often associated with

orienting movements: for example, perception of gaze

cues can cause overt mimicry or, with sustained fixation,

microsaccadic drift in the direction of attention [17].

These subtle, inducible changes in the subjects’ gaze

direction can influence their processing of acoustical

events [31,32], with neural activity in both visual and

auditory areas of the temporal lobe influenced by a sub-

ject’s eye position [33,34]. Moreover, in a sound

localization task manipulating subjects’ gaze direction,

Lewald found that subjects consistently misreported

sound locations as shifted in the direction of their own

gaze [35]. These effects have been demonstrated only

when gaze was strongly averted—at least 208—whereas

in our experiment, subjects fixated centrally. Nonetheless,

we cannot exclude the possibility that a small overt

shift in gaze direction contributed to the observed

perceptual effect.

Because gaze and arrow cues are believed to be

decoded through distinct and specialized neuronal path-

ways, it is striking that they evoke similar patterns of

response including effects on both perceptual categoriz-

ation and reaction time. Past research has shown that

these two types of cues recruit distinct visual processing

circuits. For example, one lesion study reported that

split brain patients are cued by arrows in both hemifields,

but by gaze only in the hemifield specialized for social

processing [36]. Another found that a rare lesion dama-

ging the right superior temporal gyrus eliminated gaze

but not arrow cuing [37]. Nevertheless, after the initial

perceptual processing, it appears likely that both gaze and

arrow cues exert their influences through similar pathways.
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)
Two functional magnetic resonance imaging studies have

reported only subtle differences between the orienting

networks cued by gaze and arrows, and these differences

may be more quantitative than qualitative [38,39].

In summary, observed eye-gaze and arrow cues

robustly influence perceptual categorization and speed

of response to lateralized sounds. The effects are dissoci-

able: reaction time changes are robust to response

difficulty, consistent with a simple stimulus–response

compatibility effect, while changes in perceptual report

were strongest near the category boundary, consistent

with a cue-induced shift in perception. Our findings

suggest that primate brains exploit learned statistical con-

tingencies to better integrate directly and socially

acquired knowledge, pooling information across conspe-

cifics who, by virtue of shared evolutionary and

developmental history, respond optimally to similar

environmental affordances with similar behavioural

responses [18]. Given that observed gaze direction is a

ubiquitous signal in the lives of nonhuman primates,

and that humans rapidly acquire experience with iconic

cues, we have ample opportunities to observe the statisti-

cal validity of these social and symbolic cues. In

conclusion, we report that social signals influencing atten-

tion also exert supramodal perceptual effects and thus

synchronize our perceptions of our world.
Human participants provided informed consent under a
protocol authorized by the Institutional Review Board of
Princeton University and were debriefed at the conclusion
of the session.
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